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ROOMS AND SUITES AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, MUNICH – LUXURIOUS, 

INDIVIDUAL, PRIVATE AND FLEXIBLE  

Guests of Mandarin Oriental, Munich have the choice between 48 guest rooms and 25 suites, 

each enjoying a well-orchestrated mix of styles, colours and patterns, combining furniture with 

historic heritage with a fresh and contemporary look and colour scheme. New art concepts 

grace  each room, featuring individual mountain images by local artist Felix Rehfeld, paying 

tribute to Munich’s geographical location as the gateway to the Alps. The art in all suites 

includes a mountain massif exclusively produced for the hotel by Royal Bavarian porcelain 

manufacturer, Nymphenburg.  

 

King-size beds with down comforters, crisp linens and cotton chintz bedspreads ensure highest 

comfort, while bespoke furniture, carpets as well as original artwork add to the hotel’s elegant 

and fresh ambience. In addition to state-of-the-art technology in every room and suite, guests 

will find a variety of newly introduced amenitites and services, ranging from inspiring coffee 

table books curated by well-known Munich-based publishing house Callwey, locally produced 

biodegradable coffee capsules for Nespresso machines to personalised butler service. 

 

The high-ceilinged guest bathrooms have been completely re-designed and now feature an 

elegant black-and-white colour scheme in polished stone. All bathrooms are equipped with 

walk-in shower, separate bathtub, toilet and bidet as well as underfloor heating.  

 

As part of a new inroom amenity concept, all single-use plastic items the rooms and bathrooms 

have been replaced with sustainable alternatives.  

 

The luxurious Grand Presidential (325m2), Presidential (120m2) and Panoramic Suite (65 m2) 

also provide a winter garden, creating an airy, light-flooded atmosphere as well as unique views 

of the cityscape and landmarks. Furthermore, some of the hotel’s 25 lavish suites offer diverse 

connecting possibilities to meet individual guest needs. It is thus possible to enlarge the two-

bedroom Presidential to the Grand Presidential Suite, which includes the vast 120m2 suite as 
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well as five additional bedrooms. Taking up half a wing of the hotel’s top floor, each room 

offers a different view, with the finest available from the Presidential Suite’s glass enclosed 

dining area and wraparound balcony.  
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For further information, please contact: 

Mandarin Oriental, Munich 

Phillip Mayer (pmayer@mohg.com) 

Director of Marketing and Commerce  

Tel: + 49 (89) 29098 809 

mandarinoriental.com/munich/ 
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